
 

 

November 2016 Newsletter 

Well I don’t think any of expected to be fourth in the table after the start we 

had in August. We’ve finally got something to look forward to. The 

Christmas period will define our season I think with games against Brighton 

and Reading coming up next. Here’s a rundown of our games since 

Wolves… 

 

EFL Cup 4th Round-  Leeds United 2-2 Norwich City (Leeds won 3-2 on pens) 

LEEDS United booked their place in the EFL Cup quarter finals after seeing off Norwich City 3-2 on 
penalties after a mesmerizing tie at Elland Road. 
 
With Whites head coach Garry Monk having used all three substitutes, Lewie Coyle went down injured in 
the 90th-minute with the scores level at 1-1. But with Leeds down to ten men, Norwich steamed forward 
throughout injury time and looked to have sealed progression when Nelson Oliveira clinically headed past 
Marco Silvestri in the 99th-minute. But ten man Leeds showed superb spirit to rally in the second period of 
added time and amazingly made it 2-2 in the 110th minute when Chris Wood fired home from close range 
to take the game to a penalty shoot- out. 

Leeds then held their nerve to book their place in the last eight with Marco Silvestri saving three spot kicks 
before Ronaldo Vieira converted the winning kick to put United in tomorrow night’s draw. 

As part of a frantic and end to end game at Elland Road, Norwich had their first chance after just 12 
seconds as Marco Silvestri was forced into a low save to deny Steven Naismith who was one-on-one. 

Just five minutes later, Naismith fired another decent chance over from just outside the box. 

Leeds then won their first corner after 13 minutes yet the Whites set piece actually proved the cue for 
Norwich to take the lead. 



The Canaries cleared the delivery to Robbie Brady who raced away down the left wing and delivered a 
dangerous cross into the Whites area which the onrushing Pritchard clinically finished with a diving header 
past Silvestri. 

 

Leeds needed to up their game and did do with Alex Mowatt and Souleymane Doukara having half 
chances but Norwich were only denied a second goal by fine goalkeeping from Marco Silvestri who denied 
Josh Murphy, Brady and Oliveira in quick succession before Louis Thompson flashed an effort across goal. 

Leeds were finally given some respite when winning a 39th-minute corner from which they looked to have 
equalised but Kyle Bartley was adjudged to have handled the ball and was booked. 

At the other end, Norwich very nearly made it 2-0 when Silvestri tipped a low effort from Pritchard just 
wide. 

But there was no denying Leeds two minutes before the interval when Kemar Roofe got the better of Ben 
Godfrey at the left hand post and crossed for Doukara who played the ball across goal for Antonsson to tap 
home. 

Norwich attempted to hit straight back through a dangerous free-kick on the edge of the area but 
Pritchard’s wicked delivery went just wide. 

But Leeds almost made it 2-1 in first half injury time when Antonsson’s rising shot was tipped just over the 
crossbar by John Ruddy for a corner from which Bartley headed home for another effort that was 
disallowed but to little protest. 

As in the first half, Norwich immediately went close at an early stage of the second period when Thompson 
ran through the Leeds midfield and fired wide. 

But Ruddy then produced a great save to keep out a Doukara header from a 55th-minute corner. 

For Norwich, Oliveira had two chances to net but blazed one effort over the bar before forcing a strong 
save from Silvestri who tipped his effort over. 

Whites head coach Garry Monk then played his ace card in bringing on Chris Wood for Antonsson with 23 
minutes left. 

And Wood soon caused Norwich problems as his presence led to United creating the best chance of the 
match with Alex Mowatt presented with an open goal with Ruddy stranded but hooking his effort wide. 

It proved Mowatt’s final act as Monk played another ace card in bringing on Hadi Sacko. 

Leeds continued to press with Wood’s low shot saved but the game remained finely balanced and Silvestri 
was tested by an 89th-minute effort from Sergi Canos which the Italian held firm. 



Extra time loomed but United’s Lewie Coyle had gone down injured and the right back proved unable to 
continue with Leeds down to ten men having used all three substitutes as the game headed for extra time. 

Perhaps inevitably, Norwich then went for the jugular in the added 30 minutes with Pritchard curling a 
smart effort just wide. 

 

A speculative low drive from Dorrans was then defected behind for a corner and it was from that corner 
that the Canaries regained the lead as Brady cleverly fed Pritchard outside the box who whipped in a fine 
cross that Oliveira headed home. 

But amazingly Leeds came roaring back in the second period of extra time and the Whites made it 2-2 in 
the 110th minute when Hadi Sacko countered down the right hand side and delivered a fine low cross for 
Wood to poke home from close range. 

The game was heading for penalties and Norwich’s Dorrans and United’s Wood both converted their side’s 
first attempts. 

But Pritchard then saw his effort saved by Silvestri before Roofe put Leeds 2-1 up. 

Naismith was also denied by Silvestri but Phillips then saw his effort saved by Ruddy. 

After Oliveira converted his attempt, home fans feared the worst when Grimes blazed over the bar with the 
shoot out level at 2-2. 

But Brady was also denied by Silvestri and 19-year-old Vieira showed nerves of steel to tuck away his 
penalty in front of an ecstatic Kop. 

Leeds United: Silvestri, Coyle, Bartley, Cooper, Berardi, Grimes, Mowatt (Sacko 76), Vieira, Roofe, 
Doukara (Phillips 81), Antonsson (Wood 67). Subs not used: Green, Taylor, Ayling, O’Kane. 

 Attendance: 22,222. 

Leeds United 2-0 Burton Albion 

Leeds enjoyed the lion share of the chances with Wood and Kemar Roofe going close either side of the 

break. Burton's best chance of the match came when Ben Turner crashed a header against the Leeds 

crossbar on 35 minutes. 

The home side missed a great chance to take the lead when they blew a three on two after Hadi Sacko 

failed to spot Wood in space on 17 minutes. 



Turner hacked the ball behind for a corner after McLaughlan dropped Sacko's cross on 25 minutes. 

Burton were inches away from hitting the front when Turner headed Matt Palmer's cross against the bar 

on 35 minutes. 

 

 

At the other end Kalvin Phillips' long-range effort deflected into McLauglin's hands five minutes later. Sub 

Stuart Beavon then headed over after combining well with Chris O'Grady just after the restart. 

McLaughlan pulled off a superb save to keep Roofe's crisp low effort out on 66 minutes as Leeds upped 

the pressure. Hernandez and O'Grady both fired over from set-pieces as Leeds began to build up 

momentum. 

And Leeds finally took the lead with eight minutes to go when Wood rifled home from the spot. Doukara 

won the penalty after he was tripped when he cut past his defender. He then got in on the act in the sixth 

minute of stoppage time by converting a sweeping Leeds counter attack. 

Leeds boss Garry Monk:  

"It wasn't the best of performances, considering the context of the week we have had. Today was 

important and it was important to get the win. We are not overly happy with the performance but are 

delighted with the desire to get the win. 

"I was pushing the players to put on a good performance, but I knew it would be hard after Tuesday night. 

We showed real character and determination to fight to the end. We had to scrap but we knew we would 

get chances and it was about taking those chances. 

Burton boss Nigel Clough: 

"That's what it's been like for us away from, things are just not falling our way. We have to remember that 

we are Burton Albion playing at Leeds, we are playing against a massive team. 

"Leeds are a good team and this is a very hard place to come. This season is a great learning curve for 

the players who are learning all the time. I felt that we played well today despite the defeat. If we keep 

playing like that then our first away win will not be too far away." 

 



 

 

 

 

Norwich City 2-3 Leeds United 

RONALDO VIEIRA’S fierce strike in the 91st minute gave Leeds United a sensational 3-2 victory at 
Norwich City as Garry Monk’s rapidly improving Whites moved into the Championship’s top six. 
Leeds squandered plenty of chances to take an early lead and were made to pay in the 24th minute when 
Robbie Brady’s looping header gave the Canaries a 1-0 lead from Alex Pritchard’s right wing corner. 

But Leeds levelled in very similar circumstances three minutes before the hour when Pontus Jansson’s 
looping header from a corner on the same flank sailed over Michael McGovern to make it 1-1. 

Leeds then brilliantly took the lead with 16 minutes remaining when superb work from Hadi Sacko and 
Luke Ayling presented an opening for Chris Wood to hammer the ball home from eight yards. 

Norwich looked dead and buried but the Canaries hit back to net an 88th-minute equaliser when substitute 
Kyle Lafferty slammed the ball home from inside the box. 

But incredibly Leeds then bagged the game’s winning goal in the first added minute when Vieira let fly from 
25 yards and saw his effort fly into the bottom corner. 

Norwich came flying out of the traps at a noisy Carrow Road with Whites keeper Rob Green having to rush 
towards the edge of his box to gather a long ball for Cameron Jerome. 

From a third minute Norwich corner, Graham Dorrans then thumped an effort just wide of Green’s left hand 
post. 

But Leeds then hit back with two dangerous attacks of their own with a lovely Hernandez through ball just 
failing to find Kemar Roofe. 

Hernandez and Roofe were then involved again in another threatening move down the left wing but 
Norwich managed to scramble the ball clear. 

And an even better Whites chance presented itself in the ninth minute when a left wing cross from 
Souleymane Doukara offered a free header for Chris Wood who misdirected his effort and allowed the 
Canaries to clear, just when Roofe looked to tuck away the loose ball. 

Moments later, Roofe fired an effort high and wide but Leeds then got themselves in a right pickle in the 
11th minute when Pontus Jansson and Green left a loose ball for each other. 



Dorrans was left with an empty net from range but Kalvin Phillips made a crucial block before Jansson then 
dispossessed Jerome as he looked to bury the rebound. 

But as part of a hectic start, Leeds then again went close when Kyle Bartley headed wide from a Pablo 
Hernandez free-kick. 

 

 

And as part of a very bright start from Leeds, a powerful effort from Kalvin Phillips was then tipped wide by 
Michael McGovern for a corner from which Wood’s header was also beaten away by the Canaries keeper. 

Leeds could and should have been 1-0 up but Norwich continued to threaten too and Luke Ayling made a 
crucial block to keep out a goal-bound effort from Russell Martin. 

Norwich then looked destined to score in the 23rd minute when a through ball from Dorrans took a 
deflection to leave the ball loose in the area as Martin Olsson closed in but Jansson booted the ball behind 
for a corner. 

But it was from that 24th-minute corner that Norwich took the lead with Alex Pritchard’s delivery finding 
Brady whose looping header crept into the corner past a despairing Green who got a hand to the attempt 
but not enough to keep it out. 

The goal unsurprisingly boosted the home side’s confidence and Pritchard’s powerful effort on the half 
hour mark was blocked by Bartley. 

Two minutes later, Bartley again produced another crucial block to keep out a stinging effort from Wes 
Hoolahan. 

And Bartley was again to the rescue one minute later when Louis Thompson zoomed down the left wing 
and hammered over a low cross which the Swansea City loanee hacked away for a corner. Leeds chances 
were now few and far between with a tame effort from Wood easily saved by McGovern. 

But a second Norwich goal looked imminent and Pritchard then headed over after a deep right-flank cross 
from Tim Klose. Leeds attempted to rally and a stinging effort from Roofe was batted away by McGovern. 

Roofe then danced his way into the area from the left side but Norwich were able to crowd the winger out 
and clear and also deal with United’s first corner shortly before half time. 

Whites head coach Garry Monk resisted any temptation to make changes at half-time and Leeds almost 
equalised two minutes after the restart. 

A fine right-flank cross from Hernandez presented Roofe with a free header but his effort flashed just wide. 

The header proved Roofe’s last meaningful act with the winger having collided heads with Ryan Bennett 
for the chance and appearing to suffer concussion. 



 

Roofe was withdrawn for Hadi Sacko in the 55th minute and Sacko immediately threatened when racing 
into the area at an angle and delivering a low cross which was hacked away for a corner. 

And it was from that 57th-minute corner that Leeds equalised as a lovely delivery from Hernandez was 
pounced upon by Jansson whose looping header sailed over McGovern and into the far corner in a similar 
manner to Brady’s opener for Norwich. 

Two thousand travelling Whites fans went wild and there was little immediate response from Norwich who 
were presented with a free-kick 25 yards out just after the hour. 

Brady’s low effort was easily saved by Green and more threatening was a low drive from Pritchard four 
minutes later that Ayling crucially blocked. 

The game was set for a grandstand finish and Phillips went close to putting Leeds ahead in the 67th 
minute but his fierce effort was beaten away by McGovern. At the other end, Jansson was in the right 
place at the right time to clear as Martin surged in on goal down the right flank. 

But Norwich continued to look shaky at the back and Hernandez squandered a decent chance in the 71st 
minute after being fed by Wood with the Spaniard’s effort from the edge of the area held by McGovern. 

Norwich hit back with Pritchard forcing a diving save from Green and Monk then brought on Kalvin Phillips 
for Doukara. And within one minute of the change United brilliantly took the lead when Sacko fed Ayling 
who produced a fine cut back for Wood to smash the ball home into the roof of the net from eight yards. 

Home chants of “you’re getting sacked in the morning” greeted Canaries boss Alex Neil and the hosts 
squandered a chance to level in the 77th minute when Pritchard’s free kick from the edge of the box was 
easily dealt with by Green. Substitute Jacob Murphy then lobbed a decent effort just over the bar with eight 
minutes left. At the other end, United’s faithful then thought they had gone 3-1 up when Wood’s powerful 
hit rippled the side netting. 

But instead the net was to bulge at the other end with just one minute left when Hoolahan’s cross was 
chested down by Jerome into the path of Lafferty who smashed the ball home past Green at an angle 
Norwich then looked the most likely to bag a winning goal as the fourth official held up the board for seven 
minutes of injury time. 

But incredibly Leeds then bagged the game’s winning goal in the first added minute when Vieira let fly from 
25 yards and saw his effort fly into the bottom corner. Norwich had six more minutes to save themselves 
but it was Leeds who should have scored the game’s sixth goal through Sacko who failed to finish off a 
95th-minute counter attack. It didn’t matter, as Norwich failed to fashion a further chance as United 
recorded a sensational victory to move into the Championship’s top six. 

Leeds United: Green, Ayling, Jansson, Bartley, Taylor, O’Kane, Phillips, Roofe (Sacko 54), Doukara (Vieira 
71), Hernandez (Grimes 89), Wood. Subs not used: Silvestri, Cooper, Berardi, Antonsson. 

Attendance: 26,903. 

 



 

Leeds United 0-2 Newcastle United 

DWIGHT GAYLE’S brace gave Championship leaders Newcastle United a 2-0 win in Sunday afternoon’s 
Championship showdown with Leeds United at Elland Road.  

After dominating the opening 20 minutes, Newcastle took a 23rd-minute lead when Rob Green spilled a 
40-yard lob from Jack Colback and Dwight Gayle poked the loose ball home from close range and 
Newcastle doubled their lead nine minutes after the interval when Vurnon Anita and Ayoze Perez played 
a lovely one-two to feed Gayle who easily finished from close range. 

 Defeat leaved Leeds seventh but still only one point off the play-offs ahead of next Saturday’s trip to 
bottom of the table Rotherham United.  

Classy Newcastle are now five points clear at the top of the division and look destined to win the 
Championship at a canter. Amid a crescendo of noise and a wonderful atmosphere, Newcastle did all of 
the early pressing with the Magpies going close to taking a fifth minute lead. A corner won by top scorer 
Gayle was laid back from Jonjo Shelvey to Vernon Anita whose low shot took a deflection and squirmed 
behind Green’s goal. Then, two minutes later, Green had to be alert to rush off his line and clear a 
Shelvey free-kick that threatened to pick out Gayle.  

Leeds were struggling to get out of their own half against the Championship leaders but the game then 
became secondary in the 11th minute when both sets of fans united for a rousing minute’s applause in 
memory of Gary Speed.  

But Leeds were then back under the pump a few minutes later with Gayle showing lightning pace to 
almost burst through, before Charlie Taylor made a brave and important block to keep out a fierce drive 
from Matt Richie. More Newcastle pressure then led to a 20th-minute low drive from Richie being saved 
by Green at his left-hand post. United’s only forays both came through Taylor and Souleymane Doukara 
down the left flank with a 22nd-minute cross from Taylor floating over the bar. But it was one-way traffic 
and no surprise when Newcastle took a 23rd-minute lead though with a goal that surely could have been 
prevented. From near the centre circle, a Colback lob caught Green napping and the ‘keeper back-
tracked on to his line before flapping the ball away but only to the feet of Gayle who tucked the ball home 
from close range.  

Leeds attempted to rally as Chris Wood headed over but Newcastle very nearly doubled their lead in the 
26th minute when Yoan Gouffran fired the ball just wide from the edge of the box. 

 But Leeds upped the ante around the half hour mark when a Kalvin Phillips free-kick found Luke Ayling 
whose header was clawed over the bar by ‘keeper Karl Darlow. From the resulting corner, Pontus 
Jansson’s header was also saved by Darlow on his line. Ronaldo Vieira then blazed over five minutes 
later as Leeds gradually got going and a lively Taylor then danced into the Magpies area and went 
tumbling down amidst flailing legs but referee Graham Scott was not interested in awarding a penalty.  

Kemar Roofe’s shot was then deflected behind for a 40th-minute corner which was cleared. But Leeds 
then won a series of corners to put Newcastle under huge pressure leading up to the interval with the 
Whites incensed when referee Scott waved away very strong claims for a penalty when a Vieira cross 
was blocked by Colback’s elbow. A furious Jansson was booked for his protests and eventually 
Newcastle saw out the storm to half time.  



 

There were no changes made during the half-time interval and four minutes after the restart Leeds went 
extremely close to equalising through Eunan O’Kane. The midfielder wriggled free in the Magpies box 
and produced a low shot that was heading for the net until Darlow tipped the ball just wide. And that save 
proved all the more crucial five minutes later when Newcastle doubled their lead as Gayle bagged his 
second of the afternoon. 

 There appeared little danger as Newcastle held possession on the right flank but Anita and Perez 
combined to produce a lovely one two that gave Anita space to produce a wonderful low cross that cut 
open United’s defence and Gayle was always going to score from just six yards out. It already looked a 
case of game, set and match but Leeds attempted to rally and an effort from Ayling took a deflection 
before looping over.  

Whites head coach Garry Monk then brought on Hadi Sacko for Vieira just after the hour and Doukara 
went close to playing in Roofe shortly after but over hit his pass. Doukara again threatened with 17 
minutes left when his header from ten yards forced Darlow to make another save. Doukara then made 
way for Marcus Antonsson with 13 minutes left and Magpies boss Rafa Benitez then took off Gayle for 
Aleksandaer Mitrovic with the game already flattening out though Leeds went close with eight minutes left 
when Ayling’s cross just eluded Antonsson and then Wood. Jansson was then perhaps lucky to avoid a 
second yellow card for a heavy tackle on Mitrovic but the game looked done. 

 One slightly nervous moment for Newcastle saw Darlow smash a clearance against Wood but the ball 
flew behind for a goal kick. Leeds kept going but a wayward Ayling cross then sailed out of play in the 
88th minute. The Whites were then given three minutes of added time to try and salvage something but 
Newcastle were home and hosed and at this rate the same comment will soon apply in their quest to win 
the division. 

 Leeds United: Green, Ayling, Jansson, Bartley, Taylor, O’Kane, Vieira (Sacko 61), Doukara (Antonsson 
77), Phillips, Roofe, Wood. Subs not used: Silvestri, Cooper, Berardi, Grimes, Dallas. 

 Attendance: 36,002. 

 

Rotherham United 1-2 Leeds United 

LEEDS United moved back into the Championship’s play-offs in fifth as goals from Chris Wood and 
Souleymane Doukara sealed a 2-1 win at ten man Rotherham United who caused mayhem with a late 
rally inside the final ten minutes.  

Leeds took just 14 minutes to take the lead when Charlie Taylor raced to the byline before pulling the ball 
back for Chris Wood to fire home his 12th goal of the campaign. Rotherham were then left with a 
mountain to climb in the 29th minute when Peter Odemwingie challenged Liam Cooper with an 
outstretched elbow and was shown a straight red card.  

Leeds doubled their lead in the seventh minute of first half injury time when Kemar Roofe fed 
Souleymane Doukara whose low shot squirmed into the far corner.  



 

But the Whites then took their foot of the pedal towards the end of the second half and Richard Wood set 
up a grandstand finish when heading from an 86th-minute corner. Only a superb save from Rob Green 
and some desperate defending then denied the Millers an even later equaliser but Leeds eventually saw 
out five minutes of injury time to the relief of just over 2,000 travelling away fans. 

 Leeds dominated possession from the off with Garry Monk’s side looking comfortable without creating an 
early chance. Rotherham also lost Greg Halford to injury in just the third minute. The Millers looked there 
for the taking and Leeds went 1-0 up through their very first chance after a quarter of an hour. From the 
left hand side, Taylor weaved his way into the Rotherham area with complete ease before pulling the ball 
back for Wood who calmly stroked the ball home from 12 yards. The goal sparked a yellow flare being let 
off in the away end and Leeds then went mightily close to doubling their lead just two minutes later when 
a Kalvin Phillips corner was met by Liam Cooper whose header went narrowly wide of the left hand post. 

 Rotherham were going nowhere and it was with a sporadic attack that Odemeingie’s low shot found the 
back of the net only to be greeted by an offside flag. After a break in play following an injury to Rotherham 
‘keeper Lee Camp, Rotherham raced forward and Danny Ward fired a low shot wide from the edge of the 
area. But just two minutes later the Millers were reduced to ten men when Odemwingie inexplicably 
challenged Liam Cooper with an outstretched elbow and was shown a straight red card one minute 
before the half hour.  Cooper was soon back to his feet and produced some strong defending to block a 
Ward shot moments later.  

Rotherham’s evening then got worse in the 35th minute when Camp had to finally give in to injury and 
was replaced by Lewis Price. Leeds looked to be cruising, with Kalvin Phillips shooting well over from 25 
yards before Rob Green showed safe hands at the other end to deal with a Rotherham corner. For Leeds, 
Doukara then fired well wide from the edge of the box but Rotherham threatened two minutes before the 
break when Richard Wood broke free in the Whites area but scooped an easy chance over the bar 
though in any event he was offside. 

 Both sides then had chances in the first six minutes of seven added minutes of injury time with Cooper 
doing well to block an Izzy Brown cross before Roofe, Phillips and Doukara all had efforts blocked for 
Leeds. But the Whites then dealt the Millers another bitter blow in the seventh minute of added time when 
a lovely pass from Roofe found Doukara who controlled the ball in the right hand side of the penalty area 
before feeding a low shot into the bottom left corner.  

Leeds were then soon back on the attack after the interval with Sacko leathering a fierce volley just over 
the bar before Phillips fired just wide from the edge of the area. From a rare Rotherham attack, Eunan 
O’Kane was booked for pulling back Tom Adeyemi but moments later O’Kane delivered a superb long 
ball to pick out Sacko who should have scored but took a heavy touch and allowed Price to smother. 
Leeds were then denied what looked like a clear penalty when Roofe was felled by a shirt pulling Stephen 
Kelly in the penalty area. From a 60th-minute corner, Kyle Bartley then put a free header straight at Price, 
after which Monk brought on Stuart Dallas for Doukara. 

 Leeds continued to attack, cruising to victory, with Sacko denied a one-on-one at an angle when 
penalised for a shoulder barge. Roofe was then withdrawn for Marcus Antonsson with 17 minutes left, just 
after the Whites had cleared a Millers corner. At the other end, Wood headed just over the bar in search 
of his second goal of the night. Rotherham then went mightily close in the 78th minute when a Ward free-
kick fizzed just wide - a warning to Leeds who by now had taken their foot off the pedal. Rotherham again 
poured forward with five minutes left and efforts from Anthony Forde and Will Vaulks both blocked - the 
second attempt deflected over for a corner. 



 

 And it was from that 86th-minute corner that the Millers set up a grandstand finish as Richard Wood rose 
highest to place a header in the far corner despite the attempts of Green. Rotherham had a new lease of 
life and the Millers then went desperately close to levelling three minutes later when a 20 yard effort from 
Vaulks was brilliantly tipped wide by Green for a corner. That corner then produced a mad scramble from 

which the Millers somehow failed to score with the ball ballooned over the bar. Rotherham were then 

given four added minutes to grab an equaliser but fine work from Wood and then Taylor allowed Leeds to 
run the clock down. But a failure to keep possession in the fourth and fifth minute of added time caused 
panic stations from a late Rotherham long throw. Leeds eventually cleared to move fifth in the table and 
breath a massive sigh of relief. 

 Leeds United: Green, Ayling, Cooper, Bartley, Taylor, Phillips, O’Kane, Sacko (Berardi 90), Roofe 
(Antonsson 73), Doukara (Dallas 63), Wood. Subs not used: Silvestri, Mowatt, Grimes, Vieira..  

Attendance: 10,513 (2,277 Leeds).  

 

EFL Cup Quarter Final- Liverpool 2-0 Leeds United 

LEEDS United's brave EFL Cup run was finally ended in a 2-0 loss at Liverpool who had to 
withstand a barrage of pressure before bagging late goals through Divock Origi and Ben 
Woodburn. 

Leeds more than matched their Premier Division title-chasing hosts and hit the post through Kemar Roofe 
but were finally undone in the 77th minute when Origi clipped home a fine cross from Trent Alexander-
Arnold. The goal was harsh on Leeds and the Red men then doubled their lead just five minutes later when 
substitute Woodburn smashed home a fierce drive in front of the left hand post. 

And Garry Monk was more than satisfied with his Championship side's performance after they dominated 
the game for the first hour and created the better chances, hitting the post through Kemar Roofe. 

"The team can be proud of what they did tonight," he said "With a little bit more composure, we would have 
scored two or three goals tonight. "We deserved more, if we carry on like that we can be successful” 

"The ambition now is to have these types of games week in, week out." 

Leeds began brightly and squandered a fine chance to take the lead in the fourth minute when a raking 
pass from Stuart Dallas released Hadi Sacko whose low shot was saved by Simon Mignolet’s legs. 

Kemar Roofe then tested Mignolet with a decent low drive from 25 yards some six minutes later but 
Liverpool then immediately created their first chance with Marco Silvestri producing a decent diving save to 
keep a volleyed effort from Georginio Wijnaldum out of the top right corner. 

 



 

A 16th-minute effort from Ragnar Klavan then nearly hit the corner flag and Leeds continued to impress, 
with a 25th-minute corner causing a scramble and finding Ronaldo Vieira whose low shot was blocked and 
cleared. 

But Leeds were then dealt a blow in the 27th minute when Eunan O’Kane picked up an injury and had to 
be substituted for Kalvin Phillips. 

Phillips was immediately let off the hook six minutes later when his back pass to Kyle Bartley was 
intercepted by Emre Can whose poked attempt squirmed just wide of Silvestri’s post. 

But Leeds continued to pose a threat and Kemar Roofe was wrongly flagged offside as Souleymane 
Doukara released the forward down the left wing. A shot from Phillips then took a deflection to wrong-foot 
Mignolet but to the ‘keeper’s relief the ball trickled wide. 

Divock Origi then showed blistering pace to burst away down the right flank but Leeds saw off the danger 
and headed into the break all square. 

But Liam Cooper had seemingly injured himself during that first half display and the captain was 
substituted at the half-time interval for Luke Ayling who faced a new role for Leeds in partnering Bartley at 
centre back. Leeds adapted to the change swimmingly and were only denied the opening goal by the post 
eight minutes after the restart. 

Leeds bombed forward - pressing Liverpool all over their back line - and when the ball broke to Roofe on 
the edge of the area the forward produced a fine high curling effort that beat Mignolet all ends up but 
dropped on to the post. 

Liverpool continued to have plenty of possession but without creating a major chance and Silvestri always 
looked like dealing with Can's shot from the edge of the box. The Reds looked there for the taking and 
Whites head coach Garry Monk then went for the jugular by using his final substitute and bringing on Chris 
Wood for Dallas just after the hour. 

After more fine work from Roofe earned Leeds a corner, Bartley then went agonizingly close when heading 
just wide. And still the Whites continued to pour forward with Roofe forcing a smart low save from Mignolet 
who also just about gathered the loose ball after parrying the forward's initial effort clear. 

Somehow the score remained goalless and in the 72nd minute it was then Liverpool's turn to hit the post 
when Wijnaldum broke free in the right hand side of the area and unleashed a stinging effort across goal 
that whacked the woodwork and was eventually cleared. 

A brilliant cup tie was finely poised with either side looking capable of bagging a winner. 

And with 14 minutes left it was Liverpool who made the breakthrough when a delicious right wing delivery 
from the impressive Trent Alexander-Arnold picked out Origi who stole a march on Ayling before poking 
the ball past Silvestri. The goal was undeniably harsh on Leeds who had caused their hosts all sorts of 
problems but just five minutes later the Reds doubled their lead. 

 



 

From the right hand side, Origi fed Wijnaldum whose flick found Woodburn who lashed home from close 
range. 

Leeds then had the ball in the net a few minutes later but Wood's close range effort was flagged offside 
and Sacko then blazed a good chance over. A header from Wood was then placed straight at Mignolet 
before Phillips blazed a free kick over the bar in the 89th minute. 

By now the result was a foregone conclusion but as plenty of Liverpool fans headed for the exits to beat 
the rush, 5,200 Whites fans continued to make a racket as Ayling went close to pulling a goal back with a 
header. 

United's fans were proud of their teams efforts - rightly so after a fine display against one of the best sides 
in England in a fixture in which they made a deep impression throughout. 

Leeds United: Silvestri, Berardi, Cooper, Bartley, Taylor, Vieira, O’Kane (Phillips 27), Sacko, Roofe, Dallas, 
Doukara. Subs not used: Green, Ayling, Grimes, Mowatt, Wood, Antonsson. 

Attendance: 52,012 (5,352 Leeds) 

 

Leeds United 2-0 Aston Villa 

KEMAR ROOFE’S first goal for Leeds United and Chris Wood’s 13th goal of a lucrative campaign 
fired Leeds United to fourth in the Championship with a brilliant 2-0 victory against Aston Villa at a 
packed Elland Road. 
 
After an end to end 67 minutes, United took the lead when a superb cross from Souleymane Doukara was 
powered home by a flicked header from Roofe to net his first goal for the Whites. 

Villa rarely threatened thereafter and yet another Whites victory was assured in the fourth minute of injury 
time when Leeds countered through Hadi Sacko whose shot was saved by Pierluigi Gollini but trickled to 
Wood to smash the ball home from close range. 

It took until the 12th minute for either side to create any sort of attempt on goal with Rudy Gestede’s tame 
header from a Villa corner easily saved by Rob Green. Leeds then wasted a 15th-minute free-kick awarded 
for a foul on Hadi Sacko which saw Mile Jedinak booked. 

At the other end, Jonathan Kodjia then almost cashed in on hesitant Leeds play but Pontus Jansson and 
Kyle Bartley eventually swept up the danger. From a misplaced Bartley header, Jonathan Kodjia was then 
an opportunity on the edge of the area but smashed a powerful effort week over the crossbar. 

Villa then saw claims for a 21st minute penalty dismissed when Rob Green clattered into Albert Adomah 
but referee Peter Bankes waved away the appeals for a spot kick and replays show Green took the ball 
first. 



 

Leeds hit back with Kemar Roofe hitting the side netting but United’s best chance yet arrived on the half 
hour mark when Pontus Jansson put a free header over the crossbar from Charlie Taylor’s corner. Leeds 
were gradually beginning to get going and the Whites were inches away from being awarded a 34th-minute 
penalty when Albert Adomah scythed down Charlie Taylor right on the edge of the box down the left hand 
flank. 

Leeds wasted the free-kick and Pontus Jansson then saved Souleymane Doukara’s blushes with a strong 
block to keep out a low shot from Gary Gardiner. 

Back at the other end, Leeds then United squandered another free header in the 39th minute through Kyle 
Bartley whose effort from Souleymane Doukara’s cross flashed wide. 

Kalvin Phillips was then booked for taking down Gestede and Villa again threatened when Gardiner’s low 
effort was blocked by Bartley. 

But Leeds squandered another potential opening in first half injury time when a wonderful pass from Kalvin 
Phillips picked out Sacko on the right wing but not for the first time a poor touch from the winger left the 
opportunity gone and the first half goalless. 

Unlike in the first half, it took 13 seconds for a first attempt on goal in the second period with Kodjia lashing 
wide from 25 yards. 

And after the intervention of a Leeds streaker, Villa squandered the game’s best chance yet in the 53rd 
minute when Adomah powered through the centre of the pitch to advance one on one with Green but 
flashed a low effort wide. Within 60 seconds, Ashley Westwood’s rising volley was parried away by Green 
as Villa began to up the ante. 

But Leeds hit back with a spell of pressure of their own and Roofe saw claims for a 61st-minute penalty 
waved away when tumbling down in the area after a challenge from Jedinak. 

At the other end, Green showed safe hands to gather a fierce long shot from Gardner who was then 
substituted for Jack Grealish. All eyes were on the Leeds bench too to see if Whites head coach Garry 
Monk would make a change. But he didn’t need to as within two minutes of Grealish coming on, United 
took the lead through a fantastic header from Roofe. 

From the left flank, Doukara delivered a beautiful cross into the Villa area and Roofe came storming 
through to beat keeper Collini to the ball and produce a glancing header into the corner of the net. That 
gem of a cross proved Doukara’s last act with Monk then bringing on Stuart Dallas with 17 minutes left. 

After Jansson was booked for a pull on Westwood, Roofe then left the field to standing ovation in the 79th 
minute as he was replaced by Alex Mowatt. Villa were having plenty of the ball but struggling to create a 
clear cut chance. 

 

 



 

A woeful back pass from Jordan Amavi did little to help their cause in conceding an 88th-minute corner. 
Villa were losing the plot and Jordan Ayew was booked after a scuffle between Grealish and Luke Ayling 
on the touchline. 

Leeds had five minutes of injury time to survive but went close to adding a second when Wood smashed a 
close range effort at Gollini from Taylor’s delivery. But there was no denying Leeds their second goal in the 
fourth minute of injury time when the Whites countered through Sacko whose sheer pace carved out a one 
on one with Gollini. Sacko’s low shot was saved but the ball trickled to Wood to smash the ball home from 
close range in front of an ecstatic Kop. 

Leeds United: Green, Ayling, Bartley, Jansson, Taylor, Phillips, Vieira, Sacko, Roofe (Mowatt 79), Doukara 
(Dallas 73), Wood. Subs not used: Silvestri, Denton, Berardi, Grimes, Antonsson. 

Attendance: 32,648. 

DW News 

Those of you that attended the Villa game on Saturday will have seen the signed shirt from the 91-92 title 
winning season. We actually bought 2 and 1 off them is going to be a prize in our Christmas raffle. We are 
hopefully going to have more prizes up for grabs too. The other shirt will be hung in Goodfellas hopefully at 
some point next week. I have spoken to a few members about donating prizes and have had decent 
feedback. If anyone else wants to donate a prize you are more than welcome. 

Since the last newsletter in October we have been on TV several times and have had great numbers 
turning up. With more games coming up in December let’s keep the high numbers going. The Newcastle 
game in particular saw 50+ of us, ok some were holiday makers, but still the majority were DW members. 
We are on again this Friday against 2

nd
 placed Brighton. Kick-off is once again 23.45 but with it being a 

Friday we don’t have to get up for work next day!!  

Upcoming Fixtures in December. 

9th – Brighton (A) 23.45 KO Sky Sports                                                                                                          
13

th
  - Reading (H) 23.45 KO                                                                                                                        

17
th
 – Brentford (H) 19.00 KO                                                                                                                          

26
th
 – Preston (A) 19.00 KO                                                                                                                         

29
th
 – Aston Villa (A) 23.45 KO Sky Sports 

The games being shown on Sky Sports in UK will hopefully be shown out here. I’ll keep updating 
the Facebook page and Twitter account once it’s been confirmed 

MOT 

LEE 

 


